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Outline

• BRN (new!) and physics context

• LDMX with electron beams

• Missing momentum with muon beams, LDMX-M3
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New initiatives in dark matter

• Exciting new initiatives in DM to complement the G2 program
• New ideas looking for sub-GeV DM with 
• accelerator-based experiments 
• direct detection methods
• Searches for ultralight wave-like dark matter < eV 

• Cosmic Visions workshop (March 2017) enumerated a wide range 
of novel ideas in dark matter 
• Workshop agenda: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13702/
• Resulting white paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591 

US Cosmic Visions: New Ideas in Dark Matter 2017: Community Report

• LDMX talk: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13702/session/9/contribution/133
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13702/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
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Basic Research Needs (BRN) Study

• Next: DOE Basic Research Needs study for small dark matter projects
• Oct 2018, https://orau.gov/hepbrn2018/default.htm
• See summary report at HEPAP by R. Kolb for more information  

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/hepap/pdf/201811/RKolb-HEPAP_201811.pdf

• Procedure started in 2001-2002 by DOE Basic Energy Sciences (BES)

• DM Small projects: first time BRN process has been used in DOE HEP
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15-18 October: 
Workshop in Gaithersberg.  All 39 panel leads and panel members attended.

• Identify science opportunities for new directions and areas of parameter space that will provide high impact 
science return and advancement for DM particle detection.  

• Determine the high impact science opportunities which could be pursued by small projects (approximately 
$5M to $15M in Total Project Cost) that could be ready to start within the next few years, and in which 
DOE’s laboratory infrastructure and/or technology capabilities are required to be realized.

• Suggest opportunities that could be pursued by future small projects, which also require DOE capabilities, 
but need further technology development before project initiation.  

Note that the priority opportunities should not include significant upgrades of current large projects or 
development of new large projects in the HEP program, nor small contributions to large projects supported by 
other sources.  While not the focus of the study, it may be useful to summarize the parameter space and 
science reach of existing or planned experiments in program and globally, and relevant future directions that 
may be addressed by significant upgrades or next steps for the large projects.  If applicable, the study can 
also develop a technology R&D roadmap, along with a notional timeline and schedule, identifying key 
technical milestones relevant to enabling future DM searches.

DMBRN Charge

The BRN does not:
• Recommend anything
• Advise DOE
• Prioritize projects
• Rank PRD opportunities

The BRN does:
• Describe SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES

Issues not completely resolved:
• What is an upgrade?
• Glossiness of report, brochures, etc.

Y.K., G.K., N.T.

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/hepap/pdf/201811/RKolb-HEPAP_201811.pdf
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https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/hepap/pdf/201811/RKolb-HEPAP_201811.pdf
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BRN Priority Research Directions
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Three Priority Research Directions

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/hepap/pdf/201811/BRN_Dark-Matter-Brochure_HEPAP_201811.pdf

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf  

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/hepap/pdf/201811/BRN_Dark-Matter-Brochure_HEPAP_201811.pdf
https://science.energy.gov/~/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf
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Accelerator dark matter program

Define two thrusts for the priority research direction: 
Create and detect dark matter at accelerators 

• Thrust 1 (near-term): explore interaction strengths 
singled out by thermal dark matter through 
10-1000-fold improvements in sensitivity

• Beam dump experiments like MiniBooNE 

n.b. Proton beam dump program presented at Nov 2017 
Fermilab PAC meeting 
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15726/session/3/material/0/0.pdf


• Missing momentum experiments (electrons or muons) 

• Thrust 2 (near-term and long-term): Explore the 
structure of the dark sector by producing and 
detecting unstable dark particles. 

• Spectrometers like SeaQuest were highlighted
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e/μ

e/p

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15726/session/3/material/0/0.pdf
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Thermal relic dark matter

Accelerator program has good complementarity with direct detection 
covers loop-suppressed and velocity-dependent couplings
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beams to investigate the muon g-2 anomaly and search generically for light dark matter 83	
physics preferentially coupling to muons. 84	

	85	
Figure	1:	Thermal	relic	dark	matter	targets	for	direct	detection	(left)	and	accelerator-based	experiments	(right)	86	

Figure 2 (left) illustrates the comprehensive capability of LDMX to confront the low- 87	
mass thermal relic hypothesis. LDMX employs a low current 4 to 12 GeV high-88	
repetition-rate electron beam, from, for example, the JLab CEBAF or proposed SLAC 89	
DASEL beamlines. The dark force carrier is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the 90	
interaction of the electron beam with a thin target. The experimental signature is a soft 91	
wide-angle scattered electron and missing momentum. The detector shown in Fig. 2 92	
(right) is composed of a tracker surrounding the target, to measure each incoming and 93	
outgoing electron individually, and a fast hermetic calorimeter system capable of 94	
sustaining an O(100) MHz rate while vetoing low-multiplicity Standard Model 95	
backgrounds. LDMX leverages mature and developing detector technologies and 96	
expertise from the HPS (Heavy Photon Search) and CMS experiments to achieve the 97	
required detector performance to discover light dark matter.  This proposal focuses on the 98	
LDMX HCal, or hadronic veto system, which plans to leverage Fermilab and CMS 99	
investments in fast electronics and scintillator production. 100	

						 	101	
Figure	2:	Left,	reach	of	the	LDMX	compared	against	current	constraints	and	thermal	relic	targets.	Right,	LDMX	102	

detector	concept	103	
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The missing momentum physics program
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Create and detect dark-matter particles and associated forces 
below the proton mass, leveraging DOE accelerators.

Green areas are high-
priority parameter 
space identified at 
BRN, singled out by 
thermal models for 
the origin of dark 
matter – many are 
uniquely explored at 
accelerators

The science described in this PRD is motivating new efforts at laboratories around the world, 
including CERN, KEK, Mainz, and INFN. In this global landscape, the capabilities of the US DOE 
accelerator infrastructure – in particular, multi-GeV CW electron beams and high-intensity proton 
beams – provide unique opportunities.  By leveraging existing DOE accelerator infrastructure, 
US small projects can provide world leading contributions to this important and vibrant new 
science.  

Beyond discovery, offers ample opportunities to corroborate a signal, understand its physical 
origin, and measure dark-matter particle properties

Beam dump and missing momentum experiments 
have nice complementarity across different types of 
signals and probe different couplings

Missing momentum experiments typically have better coupling sensitivity 
because experiments scale as ε2 instead of ε4

Thermal 
milestones

(MiniBooNE-like) (MiniBoone-like)

~ε
2
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M3: Muon Missing Momentum

Muon beam missing momentum experiment good complement to 
electron beam experiment

�11

Light Dark Matter with the Missing Momentum Technique — 6/12

Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25

(a) (b)

FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and

For thermal DM milestones (lepton flavor 
universal), Muon Missing Momentum (M3) 
experiments have sensitivity to higher dark 

matter masses (> ~100 MeV)

Muon beams provide model-
independent probe of light new 

physics contributing to (g-2)μ anomaly
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TODAY!

• FOA released from BRN
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https://science.energy.gov/~/media/grants/pdf/foas/2019/SC_FOA_0002112.pdf

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/grants/pdf/foas/2019/SC_FOA_0002112.pdf
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Much broader physics program for missing momentum experiments beyond 
thermal freeze-out dark matter milestones

• Long-lived and millicharged particles
• Strongly interacting DM models (SIMPs)
• Freeze-in DM

• Muon-specific couplings 
• B-L gauge boson models
• (g-2)μ and light new physics
• More on this later!

• Potential connection to neutrino program
• Measurements of lepton-nucleon measurements to  

improve ν-N modeling (studies on-going)

The missing momentum physics program
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FIG. 12: Projected reach of an LDMX-style experiment to missing momentum (green solid and dashed
lines) and visible late decay (purple solid and dashed lines) in a model with a strongly interacting dark sector.
The invisible and visible channels are described in detail in Sections III E and V C, respectively. The solid
(dashed) lines correspond to 8 (16) GeV electron beam, with other experimental parameters given in the
text. Regions excluded by existing data from the BaBar invisible search [89], DM scattering at LSND [78],
E137 [16, 79], and MiniBooNE [88], as well as electron beam dumps E137 [16] and Orsay [15] are shown
in gray. The projections for an upgraded version of the SeaQuest experiment (dotted purple) [128] and the
Belle II invisible search (20 fb�1, dotted/solid blue) [1, 80] are also shown. We have fixed ↵D = 10�2,
mA0/m⇡ = 3, mV /m⇡ = 1.8, and m⇡/f⇡ = 3 in computing experimental limits. Contours of the dark
matter self-interaction cross section per mass, �scatter/m⇡, are shown as vertical gray dotted lines. The
dot-dashed gray contours denote regions excluded by measurements of the cosmic microwave background.
The black solid (dashed) line shows the parameters for which hidden sector pions saturate the observed DM
abundance for mV /m⇡ = 1.8 (1.6).

E. Strongly-Interacting Models

Until recently most light DM scenarios have focused on weak couplings in the hidden sector as
described in the previous sections. Another generic possibility is that the dark sector is described
by a confining gauge theory similar to our QCD [11, 129]. The low-energy spectrum then contains
dark mesons, the lightest of which can make up the DM. The presence of heavier composite states,
e.g. analogues of the SM vector mesons, and strong self-interactions can alter the cosmological
production of DM [128]. This leads to qualitatively different experimental targets compared to
those in the minimal models. Despite the large variety of possible scenarios featuring different
gauge interactions and matter content, both visible and invisible signals appear to be generic in
strongly interacting sectors. As a concrete example, we will focus on the model recently studied
in Ref. [128] with a SU(3) confining hidden sector with 3 light quark flavors, and a dark photon
mediator. Therefore production of dark sector states occurs through the A0 which then promptly
decays either into dark pions and/or vector mesons. The dark pions and some of the vector mesons
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FIG. 13: LDMX sensitivity to the freeze-in scenario with a heavy dark photon and low-reheat temperature.
The projected reach of LDMX is shown as the solid red (dashed-dotted red) line for a tungsten (aluminum)
target and a 8 (16) GeV beam. The correct relic abundance is obtained along the black contours for different
choices of ↵D. The gray shaded regions are excluded by the BaBar resonance search [19] and by cosmo-
logical constraints on low reheating temperatures [132]. We also show the projected sensitivity of the Belle
II monophoton search (blue dot-dashed) as computed by rescaling the 20 fb�1 background study up to 50
ab�1 assuming statistics limitation only [1, 80].

Alternative variations can instead motivate large production rates at low-energy accelerators for
low reheat temperatures and mediators much heavier than 10 MeV. We will illustrate this with a
Dirac fermion, �, with unit charge under U(1)D. We follow the semi-analytic procedure to solve
the relevant Boltzmann equation outlined in, e.g., Ref. [70], to estimate the freeze-in production
of � through the process e+e�

! A0⇤
! ��̄. If the dark photon mass is much larger than the

reheat temperature of the universe, mA0 � TRH, DM production is dominated at the earliest times
(largest temperatures). We find that the final � abundance is approximately

⌦�h2
' 1.3 ⇥ 10

28
⇥ g�1/2

⇤ (TRH) g�1
⇤S (TRH)

↵em ✏2 ↵D m� T 3
RH

m4
A0

, (44)

where g⇤ and g⇤S are the energy density and entropy density effective relativistic degrees of free-
dom. This is valid for TRH . 100 MeV, in which case similar contributions from muons are
expected to be subdominant. Effects from the pre-thermal phase immediately following inflation
are also not expected to significantly modify the estimate of Eq. (44) for the dark photon model
under consideration [131].

We explore a slice of parameter space in the ✏�mA0 plane in Fig. 13. Along the black contours,
the abundance of � matches the observed DM energy density for various choices of ↵D. We
have fixed mA0 = 15 TRH and m� = 1 keV throughout. mA0 � TRH guarantees that on-shell
A0 production via inverse-decays (e+e�

! A0) followed by A0
! �� is subdominant to the

direct annihilation, e+e�
! A0⇤

! ��. Furthermore, DM masses significantly lighter than
O(keV) are constrained from considerations of warm DM [133], although the exact strength of
this bound warrants a dedicated study [134]. We saturate this approximate lower bound, fixing
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expect that for Q� ⇠ e millicharged particles will deposit energy in the LDMX detector through ionization,
thereby reducing the sensitivity of the missing momentum technique at large masses.

B. Millicharges

Millicharged particles arise as the mA0 ! 0 limit of a dark photon coupled to U(1)D charges
(i.e. the model described in Sec. IV A) [74], or as a fundamental particles with a small electro-
magnetic (EM) charge. In both cases, the effective Lagrangian for a millicharge � is simply

L � Q�Aµ�̄�µ�, (46)

where Q� ⌧ e is the EM charge of � and we take � to be a Dirac fermion. If � is not associated
with a U(1)D symmetry, then the discovery of a fundamental millicharged particle would refute
the charge quantization principle [139, 140] and inform us on related issues like the existence
of monopoles and Grand Unification [141]. Recently, relic millicharged particles have been pro-
posed [142] as a possible explanation of the EDGES 21 cm signal [143]. Given the importance
of millicharges in understanding of charge quantization and potential implications of the EDGES
result, it is useful to search for these particles in the laboratory. Pairs of � particles can be pro-
duced in fixed-target experiments through an off-shell Bremsstrahlung photon. Once produced,
the probability of millicharges to interact with the detector is suppressed by (Q�/e)2

⌧ 1, so they
are likely to escape the detector without depositing any energy. This means that such particles can
be searched for in the missing momentum channel at an LDMX-like experiment. In Fig. 15, we
show the LDMX sensitivity to millicharged particles in the Q�/e � m� plane for the setup with a
8 or 16 GeV electron beam, 10

16 EOT, and tungsten (solid red line) and aluminum (dot-dashed red
line) targets. Existing constraints from the SLAC MilliQ and collider experiments [135], neutrino
experiments (LSND and MiniBooNE) [136], and supernova cooling [137] are shown in gray. The

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.01730.pdf 
(A. Berlin, N.B., G.K., P. Schuster, N. Toro)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.01730.pdf
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The Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX)

LDMX is an experimental concept developed for the missing momentum 
technique with electron beams
• Potential beamlines: JLab CEBAF, SLAC S30XL (proposed), CERN eSPS (proposed)

• Experimental requirements
• High momentum resolution tracking system
• Radiation hard, high precision electromagnetic calorimeter
• Wide angle, high efficiency hadronic and MIP veto
• Fast LHC-style electronics, ~50 MHz

• White paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
• Full GEANT studies demonstrating viability of missing momentum technique
• LDMX institutions:
• Caltech, Fermilab, Lund, SLAC, Texas Tech, UCSB, UMinnesota, UVA
• Thank you to fellow LDMX colleagues for their support and studies!
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STRONG FERMILAB 

SYNERGY!

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
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Detector technology synergies:
Tracker: HPS/CMS
ECal: CMS HGCal

HCal/Trigger Scintillator: CMS/mu2e
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LDMX and neutrino program
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Figure 2: The color map shows neutrino event distribution in DUNE. Blue lines show contours of
constant electron scattering angle. Green lines show contours of constant pT .

(which lies below the scale of the plot) carve out the phase space that LDMX can probe. Within
this space, and thanks to its great statistics, LDMX can map out all of the interaction channels:
quasi-elastic, meson-exchange current, resonance production (RES), and deep inelastic scattering
(DIS). The most easily accessible regions for LDMX are the transition region between RES to
DIS and the DIS region with ! & 1 GeV. These regions have not been explored by any existing
electron-scattering experiments, even at the inclusive level. Because they correspond to the highest
event rates in DUNE, the measurements performed by LDMX are crucial to fully understanding
the results from DUNE.

The superb detection capabilities of LDMX also enable it to record almost all of the available infor-
mation about its events. The unique capability to correlate the lepton and the system of hadronic
recoils will enable LDMX to make the first exclusive measurement that is directly relevant to the
long-baseline neutrino program. The high neutron detection e�ciency is a crucial requirement
for mapping out the full hadronic system. Fully characterizing the hadronic system will provide
valuable information for cross-section modeling. Potential spectral features due to final-state in-
teractions can be directly measured due to the fine energy resolution. Charged-pion and proton
separation not only allows to distinguish interaction channels, but also is relevant for understanding
neutrino energy reconstruction in long-baseline neutrino experiments.
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FIG. 8: Conceptual drawing of the LDMX experiment, showing the electron beam passing through a tagging
tracker, impacting on a thin tungsten target, the recoil tracker, the electromagnetic calorimeter, and hadron
calorimeter.

experiments) relying on full reconstruction of all recoiling particles, is only practical in
e+e� collisions, and requires a much lower luminosity, greatly reducing production yield
and hence sensitivity.

• DM re-scattering in a detector downstream of the production point (as in LSND [34],
E137 [35], MiniBoone [36–38], and BDX⇤ [39, 40]) can use very intense beams of either
protons or electrons, but the low probability of DM scattering weakens sensitivity relative
to what is possible in a kinematic search – whereas the kinematic signals of DM production
scale as the square of the weak SM-DM coupling, re-scattering signals scale as the fourth
power. As a result, even the most aggressive proposals with intense beams fall short of the
anticipated LDMX reach.

• Missing energy (as in NA64), reconstructing only the energy (not the angle or 3-
momentum), is closely related to the missing-momentum approach but with fewer kine-
matic handles to reject SM backgrounds and measure veto inefficiencies in situ. In addition,
missing energy experiments lack the ability to distinguish final-state electrons from one or
more photons, introducing irreducible neutrino backgrounds to high-rate missing energy
experiments [39]).

However, reaching the full potential of this technique places demanding constraints on the
experiment and beamline supporting it. A high repetition rate of electrons is required (⇠ 50M
e�/sec on target for Phase I, and as much as ⇠ 1G e�/sec on target for Phase II), and so also
a fast detector that can individually resolve the energies and angles of electrons incident on the
detector, while simultaneously rejecting a variety of potential background processes varying in
rate over many orders of magnitude. A conceptual cartoon diagram of the proposed experimental
design is shown in Fig. 8, showing the alignment of the beam, the thin target, a tracker for the
recoil electrons, and the required electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters to confirm the missing
momentum signature. This cartoon will be helpful to the reader for understanding the discussion of
signal and potential background reactions in Section III. The remainder of this note, from Section
IV onward, describes the design in greater detail.
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(which lies below the scale of the plot) carve out the phase space that LDMX can probe. Within
this space, and thanks to its great statistics, LDMX can map out all of the interaction channels:
quasi-elastic, meson-exchange current, resonance production (RES), and deep inelastic scattering
(DIS). The most easily accessible regions for LDMX are the transition region between RES to
DIS and the DIS region with ! & 1 GeV. These regions have not been explored by any existing
electron-scattering experiments, even at the inclusive level. Because they correspond to the highest
event rates in DUNE, the measurements performed by LDMX are crucial to fully understanding
the results from DUNE.

The superb detection capabilities of LDMX also enable it to record almost all of the available infor-
mation about its events. The unique capability to correlate the lepton and the system of hadronic
recoils will enable LDMX to make the first exclusive measurement that is directly relevant to the
long-baseline neutrino program. The high neutron detection e�ciency is a crucial requirement
for mapping out the full hadronic system. Fully characterizing the hadronic system will provide
valuable information for cross-section modeling. Potential spectral features due to final-state in-
teractions can be directly measured due to the fine energy resolution. Charged-pion and proton
separation not only allows to distinguish interaction channels, but also is relevant for understanding
neutrino energy reconstruction in long-baseline neutrino experiments.
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Figure 3: Electron energy transfer (!) for an electron angle of 10�
�20� (left) and 20�

�30� (right).
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Figure 4: Charged pion kinetic energy distribution (left) and neutron polar angle distribution
(right).

From representative distributions we have shown for the electron and hadronic recoil (pions, neu-
trons) kinematics, it is clear that there are large deviations in the predictions of electron-nucleon
interactions from various state-of-the-art generators. Understanding the modeling of not only the
recoiling lepton, but also the hadronic system is vital to understanding neutrino-nucleon interac-
tions and event reconstruction at DUNE.

4 Potential Extensions

In the baseline dark matter configuration and nominal running, LDMX has the potential to perform
valuable measurements of electron-nucleon processes of both the leptonic and recoiling hadronic
systems. Beyond this nominal program, there is potential to extend the physics program. While
some are more challenging to realize than others, we enumerate a few possibilities:
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TAGGING TRACKER
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HCAL
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Figure 2. Experimental schematic. The incoming muon beam passes through a tagging tracker in the

magnetic field region before entering the tungsten target. Outgoing muons are detected with a recoil tracker,

with the magnet fringe field providing a momentum measurement. Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters

veto on photons and hadrons produced in hard interactions in the target which could lead to significant muon

energy loss.

interactions, and V is identified as the gauge boson of this new U(1). Such models are inaccessible
with both traditional WIMP searches [19–25] and to most of the emerging sub-GeV dark matter
search program, which consists of of new direct detection [26–39] and fixed target experiments
with electron [12, 13, 40–43] and proton beams [16, 44–51]; for a review and summary, see [3].

We emphasize that M3 Phase 1 can be completed with minimal modifications to the Fermilab
muon source and with only a few months of data-taking. A null result would decisively exclude any
new-physics explanation of the (g � 2)µ anomaly from invisibly-decaying muon-philic particles below
100 MeV. Phase 2 is comparable to the CERN SPS proposal, and in this paper we focus specifically on
the advantages of pairing such an experiment with the lower-energy Fermilab muon beam, highlighting
the relevance of this search to the thermal DM parameter space. Furthermore, both phases could be
implemented as muon-beam reconfigurations of the proposed LDMX experiment with few additional
modifications.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the physics motivation for our benchmark
models; in section 3 we discuss the characteristics of signal production; in section 4 we describe the
basic experimental setup and relevant background processes; in section 5 we describe the necessary
detector and beam properties; in section 6 we describe the projected sensitivities of our Phase 1 and
Phase 2 proposals; finally, in section 7 we o�er some concluding remarks.

2 Physics Motivation

In this section we present the physics motivation for invisibly decaying muon-specific scalars S or
vectors V . We begin by reviewing the contributions of vector and scalar particles to (g � 2)µ, and
then present a concrete benchmark model with a muon-philic gauge interaction which can be coupled

– 4 –

Figure 6. Experimental concept for a missing momentum experiment with a muon beam.

The basic principle for a muon fixed target missing momentum experiment is similar to the electron beam concept. The
beam provides individually identifiable muons incident on a target. The muon has a measurable incoming momentum and loses
a significant amount (>40%) of its momentum leaving the target. There are three main differences in the detector concepts for
LDMX-M3:

• Due to its mass, the muon has a significantly smaller probability of interacting in the target, therefore, the target region
itself can be much thicker. A thicker target region leads to higher signal process rates with less overall statistics for
muons on target. The total signal cross-section is linearly proportional to both the number of incident particles on target
and the thickness of the target. For LDMX-M3, a 50 X0 target was proposed which is roughly 500 times thicker than for
an electron beam.

• The precision measurement of the muon comes purely from particle tracking and not from any calorimetric information.
To build a reasonably-sized detector similar to LDMX with an electron beam, the incoming muon beam energy should
be roughly 10s of GeV. This allows for a ⇠meter long tracking system with a long enough lever arm to reach a desired
precision while still allowing for large angle coverage of a hadronic veto system. The compactness of the detector is to be
contrasted to a proposal for a muon beam fixed target experiment at the CERN SPS [19, 23], which uses a higher-energy
muon beam and requires a correspondingly longer lever arm.

• To reach the full desired luminosity of 1013 muons on target, the experiment will require tracking information to be
included in the trigger system. This extra capability is not envisioned for the electron beam version of LDMX.

A detector concept which encapsulates the above considerations is illustrated in Fig. 6. The target area is envisioned to be
the same detector technology as the ECal which has high radiation tolerance and can track the muon through the target while
identifying deposits of energy from final state photon radiation or inelastic nuclear interactions. The dimensions of the detector
allow for sufficient measurement of the incoming and outgoing muon momenta. While there are some significant changes to the
LDMX detector for LDMX-M3, essentially all of the technology required is the same and could be developed simultaneously.

The other major component to LDMX-M3 is the muon beam itself. Through discussions with accelerator complex experts
(M. Rominsky, A. Watts, J. St. John) at Fermilab, we have identified a candidate for the muon beam which facilitates a staged
approach to understanding the muon beam performance. Muons are produced from 120 GeV protons delivered by the Main
Injector. Protons are extracted in 4.2s spills over a minute time span and are incident on a production target which produces a
mixture of pions, electrons, protons, and kaons. Muons ranging from 10-30 GeV of energy are produced from the decays of
32 GeV pions; the particle beam is >80% pions at that energy [24]. Controlling the pion contamination at the level which we
require is achievable with a hadronic absorber.

The portion of the Fermilab accelerator complex relevant for the muon beam is illustrated in Fig. 7. We consider a first phase
(Phase 1) of the experimental program which uses the test beam in muon mode and can optimistically deliver approximately

Muon is a MIP so thicker and active 
target can make up for lower 
number of particles on target

In high muon flux scenarios, a  
tracking trigger is likely needed
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Muon beams with the Fermilab Accelerator Complex 

Muon beam for LDMX-M3 could be provided by Fermilab Accelerator Complex
• Phase 1: 1010 muons on target, meson beamline to MTest/MCenter
• Phase 2: 1013 muons on target, Neutrino-Muon beamline to NM4 (SeaQuest)

Need sim. studies, measurements to understand muon beam capabilities
108-109 MoT “Phase 0” exp. may also yield physics starting on the 1-2 year timescale!
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Fermilab and missing momentum synergies

Scientific and technological expertise for missing momentum program has strong 
synergy with Fermilab capabilities

• Intellectual leadership in this physics program
• GK, NB originators and drivers of the LDMX physics program
• NT, AW (formerly FNAL) drivers of the LDMX experimental concept; simulation studies and 

calorimeter/electronics expertise
• YK, GK, NT, AW are originators of the LDMX-M3 concept at Fermilab

• LDMX detector synergy - current involvement
• HCal employs mu2e scintillator fabricated in Fermilab Scintillator Fabrication Facility and 

electronics from mu2e cosmic ray veto (FNAL eng.)
• Target scintillator deploys CMS HCal electronics (FNAL eng.)
• Trigger leadership from Fermilab/CMS expertise (NT) 

• Muon beamline synergy: Fermilab accelerator complex is the only place in the 
US that can provide the necessary beam
• Proposal to the CERN Physics Beyond Colliders group (NA64-like) 

�20
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Summary and Outlook

• Accelerator-based DM experiments are exciting tool to explore new 
initiatives in sub-GeV dark matter
• Fermilab plays crucial role in proton beam dumps, missing momentum experiments, 

and spectrometers
• DOE BRN study highlights accelerator DM program

• LDMX is developed experimental concept demonstrating feasibility of 
missing momentum technique
• Fermilab plays crucial role in intellectual development of the physics program and the 

several of the detector subsystems 

• Muon missing momentum (LDMX-M3) uniquely probes muon couplings 
and heavier dark matter candidates with the Fermilab Accelerator Complex

�21
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Incoming beams of ~single O(10) GeV electrons or muons  
Beam rates: to achieve thermal milestones, need rates at ~50 MHz scale
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Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25
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FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and
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Figure 2. Dark matter production in lepton-nucleus fixed-target interactions. Here a & 10 GeV beam electron (or muon)
scatters coherently off a stationary nucleus N and produces DM particles either from a contact interaction with virtual mediator
exchange (left) or in a cascade (right) where an on-shell mediator is radiated first and then decays to DM pairs. Unlike other
radiative reactions which produce SM particles, as long as the mediator is heavier than the beam particle, this process typically
imparts a large fraction of the incident beam momentum to the radiated DM system. In a missing momentum experiment, the
beam energy is measured both before and after interacting with the target material, so any large difference between these
quantities without any additional visible activity downstream constitutes a signal event.

scale dark photon, which couples equally to all lepton species, which could be responsible for the (g�2)µ anomaly [20, 21].
However, all such tests to date have been performed with electron or proton beams.

A muon beam, though, allows for a model-independent test of light new physics contributions to (g�2)µ . Specifically, if a
single new particle X with mX < mµ is responsible for the deviation in the measured value of (g�2)µ from the SM expectation,
it must couple directly to muons, and thus X can be radiated from a muon in a missing momentum experiment. This is to
be contrasted with the case of the dark photon, for which the assumption of equal couplings to leptons is model-dependent.
Furthermore, X must be either a scalar or a vector; fermions are forbidden from appearing in the (g�2)µ diagram at tree level
by angular momentum conservation, and UV completions of a theory of spin-2 or higher-spin particles with mX < mµ suffer
from extremely stringent experimental constraints.

As was shown in Ref. [18], a missing momentum experiment with a modest luminosity of 1010 muons on target can
decisively confirm or rule out a scalar contribution to (g�2)µ with mass less than 100 MeV, and a vector contribution with
mass less than 500 MeV. With the g�2 experiment at Fermilab expected to improve the experimental precision on (g�2)µ
significantly over the next few years, such a complementary experimental probe is timely. With a positive signal, it would
immediately point the way to MeV-scale new physics as the source of the longstanding (g�2)µ anomaly, and invite further
investigations of the connection to DM as described above.

3. Experimental Opportunities at Fermilab

In this section we present a concise version of the basic missing momentum experimental technique and a baseline detector
concept, focusing on a version of the experiment using electron beams called the Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX).
The conceptual design for this experiment is described in much greater detail in the LDMX white paper [22]. The LDMX
collaboration, who have developed and matured this experimental concept, consist of scientists from the following institutions:
Caltech, Fermilab, Lund University, SLAC, Texas Tech University, University of Minnesota, University of California Santa
Cruz, University of California Santa Barbara.

In Sec. 4, we will discuss extensions of the experimental and detector concept for a muon missing momentum experiment
and the associated beamline configuration using the Fermilab accelerator complex which is also further detailed in [18].

3.1 Experimental requirements and LDMX

The missing momentum experimental concept relies on a low current, high repetition rate beam where single incoming particles
can be individually identified. The experiment focuses on a 4-16 GeV electron beam and considers potential continuous
wave (CW) beamlines at JLab (CEBAF), SLAC (S30XL), and CERN (SPS). To achieve sensitivity to the cross section lower
bounds motivated by direct annihilation models discussed in Section 2, an integrated luminosity of 4⇥1014 �1016 is needed,
depending on the mediator mass and the target thickness. Integrated luminosities of 4⇥1014 are achievable with ⇠ 50 Mhz
repetition rate of single electrons. Higher integrated luminosities can be achieved by exploiting events with multiple electrons
per beam crossing spread over a sufficiently large beam spot and increasing beam energy and target thickness. The experimental
signature is an incoming beam particle that loses a significant fraction (>75%) of its momentum in the target, due to dark
bremsstrahlung production of dark matter, and no other energy is found in the detector. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). The
primary backgrounds to this process are rare SM processes involving hard bremsstrahlung photon which is not detected. The
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Figure 2. Dark matter production in lepton-nucleus fixed-target interactions. Here a & 10 GeV beam electron (or muon)
scatters coherently off a stationary nucleus N and produces DM particles either from a contact interaction with virtual mediator
exchange (left) or in a cascade (right) where an on-shell mediator is radiated first and then decays to DM pairs. Unlike other
radiative reactions which produce SM particles, as long as the mediator is heavier than the beam particle, this process typically
imparts a large fraction of the incident beam momentum to the radiated DM system. In a missing momentum experiment, the
beam energy is measured both before and after interacting with the target material, so any large difference between these
quantities without any additional visible activity downstream constitutes a signal event.

scale dark photon, which couples equally to all lepton species, which could be responsible for the (g�2)µ anomaly [20, 21].
However, all such tests to date have been performed with electron or proton beams.

A muon beam, though, allows for a model-independent test of light new physics contributions to (g�2)µ . Specifically, if a
single new particle X with mX < mµ is responsible for the deviation in the measured value of (g�2)µ from the SM expectation,
it must couple directly to muons, and thus X can be radiated from a muon in a missing momentum experiment. This is to
be contrasted with the case of the dark photon, for which the assumption of equal couplings to leptons is model-dependent.
Furthermore, X must be either a scalar or a vector; fermions are forbidden from appearing in the (g�2)µ diagram at tree level
by angular momentum conservation, and UV completions of a theory of spin-2 or higher-spin particles with mX < mµ suffer
from extremely stringent experimental constraints.

As was shown in Ref. [18], a missing momentum experiment with a modest luminosity of 1010 muons on target can
decisively confirm or rule out a scalar contribution to (g�2)µ with mass less than 100 MeV, and a vector contribution with
mass less than 500 MeV. With the g�2 experiment at Fermilab expected to improve the experimental precision on (g�2)µ
significantly over the next few years, such a complementary experimental probe is timely. With a positive signal, it would
immediately point the way to MeV-scale new physics as the source of the longstanding (g�2)µ anomaly, and invite further
investigations of the connection to DM as described above.

3. Experimental Opportunities at Fermilab

In this section we present a concise version of the basic missing momentum experimental technique and a baseline detector
concept, focusing on a version of the experiment using electron beams called the Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX).
The conceptual design for this experiment is described in much greater detail in the LDMX white paper [22]. The LDMX
collaboration, who have developed and matured this experimental concept, consist of scientists from the following institutions:
Caltech, Fermilab, Lund University, SLAC, Texas Tech University, University of Minnesota, University of California Santa
Cruz, University of California Santa Barbara.

In Sec. 4, we will discuss extensions of the experimental and detector concept for a muon missing momentum experiment
and the associated beamline configuration using the Fermilab accelerator complex which is also further detailed in [18].

3.1 Experimental requirements and LDMX

The missing momentum experimental concept relies on a low current, high repetition rate beam where single incoming particles
can be individually identified. The experiment focuses on a 4-16 GeV electron beam and considers potential continuous
wave (CW) beamlines at JLab (CEBAF), SLAC (S30XL), and CERN (SPS). To achieve sensitivity to the cross section lower
bounds motivated by direct annihilation models discussed in Section 2, an integrated luminosity of 4⇥1014 �1016 is needed,
depending on the mediator mass and the target thickness. Integrated luminosities of 4⇥1014 are achievable with ⇠ 50 Mhz
repetition rate of single electrons. Higher integrated luminosities can be achieved by exploiting events with multiple electrons
per beam crossing spread over a sufficiently large beam spot and increasing beam energy and target thickness. The experimental
signature is an incoming beam particle that loses a significant fraction (>75%) of its momentum in the target, due to dark
bremsstrahlung production of dark matter, and no other energy is found in the detector. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). The
primary backgrounds to this process are rare SM processes involving hard bremsstrahlung photon which is not detected. The
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Backgrounds come from rare SM processes that escape detection
Hard Bremsstrahlung + photon-nucleon

Hard Bremsstrahlung + muon pair conversion
Electron-nucleon
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Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25
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FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and
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Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25
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which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and
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Figure 2. Dark matter production in lepton-nucleus fixed-target interactions. Here a & 10 GeV beam electron (or muon)
scatters coherently off a stationary nucleus N and produces DM particles either from a contact interaction with virtual mediator
exchange (left) or in a cascade (right) where an on-shell mediator is radiated first and then decays to DM pairs. Unlike other
radiative reactions which produce SM particles, as long as the mediator is heavier than the beam particle, this process typically
imparts a large fraction of the incident beam momentum to the radiated DM system. In a missing momentum experiment, the
beam energy is measured both before and after interacting with the target material, so any large difference between these
quantities without any additional visible activity downstream constitutes a signal event.

scale dark photon, which couples equally to all lepton species, which could be responsible for the (g�2)µ anomaly [20, 21].
However, all such tests to date have been performed with electron or proton beams.

A muon beam, though, allows for a model-independent test of light new physics contributions to (g�2)µ . Specifically, if a
single new particle X with mX < mµ is responsible for the deviation in the measured value of (g�2)µ from the SM expectation,
it must couple directly to muons, and thus X can be radiated from a muon in a missing momentum experiment. This is to
be contrasted with the case of the dark photon, for which the assumption of equal couplings to leptons is model-dependent.
Furthermore, X must be either a scalar or a vector; fermions are forbidden from appearing in the (g�2)µ diagram at tree level
by angular momentum conservation, and UV completions of a theory of spin-2 or higher-spin particles with mX < mµ suffer
from extremely stringent experimental constraints.

As was shown in Ref. [18], a missing momentum experiment with a modest luminosity of 1010 muons on target can
decisively confirm or rule out a scalar contribution to (g�2)µ with mass less than 100 MeV, and a vector contribution with
mass less than 500 MeV. With the g�2 experiment at Fermilab expected to improve the experimental precision on (g�2)µ
significantly over the next few years, such a complementary experimental probe is timely. With a positive signal, it would
immediately point the way to MeV-scale new physics as the source of the longstanding (g�2)µ anomaly, and invite further
investigations of the connection to DM as described above.

3. Experimental Opportunities at Fermilab

In this section we present a concise version of the basic missing momentum experimental technique and a baseline detector
concept, focusing on a version of the experiment using electron beams called the Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX).
The conceptual design for this experiment is described in much greater detail in the LDMX white paper [22]. The LDMX
collaboration, who have developed and matured this experimental concept, consist of scientists from the following institutions:
Caltech, Fermilab, Lund University, SLAC, Texas Tech University, University of Minnesota, University of California Santa
Cruz, University of California Santa Barbara.

In Sec. 4, we will discuss extensions of the experimental and detector concept for a muon missing momentum experiment
and the associated beamline configuration using the Fermilab accelerator complex which is also further detailed in [18].

3.1 Experimental requirements and LDMX

The missing momentum experimental concept relies on a low current, high repetition rate beam where single incoming particles
can be individually identified. The experiment focuses on a 4-16 GeV electron beam and considers potential continuous
wave (CW) beamlines at JLab (CEBAF), SLAC (S30XL), and CERN (SPS). To achieve sensitivity to the cross section lower
bounds motivated by direct annihilation models discussed in Section 2, an integrated luminosity of 4⇥1014 �1016 is needed,
depending on the mediator mass and the target thickness. Integrated luminosities of 4⇥1014 are achievable with ⇠ 50 Mhz
repetition rate of single electrons. Higher integrated luminosities can be achieved by exploiting events with multiple electrons
per beam crossing spread over a sufficiently large beam spot and increasing beam energy and target thickness. The experimental
signature is an incoming beam particle that loses a significant fraction (>75%) of its momentum in the target, due to dark
bremsstrahlung production of dark matter, and no other energy is found in the detector. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). The
primary backgrounds to this process are rare SM processes involving hard bremsstrahlung photon which is not detected. The
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Figure 2. Dark matter production in lepton-nucleus fixed-target interactions. Here a & 10 GeV beam electron (or muon)
scatters coherently off a stationary nucleus N and produces DM particles either from a contact interaction with virtual mediator
exchange (left) or in a cascade (right) where an on-shell mediator is radiated first and then decays to DM pairs. Unlike other
radiative reactions which produce SM particles, as long as the mediator is heavier than the beam particle, this process typically
imparts a large fraction of the incident beam momentum to the radiated DM system. In a missing momentum experiment, the
beam energy is measured both before and after interacting with the target material, so any large difference between these
quantities without any additional visible activity downstream constitutes a signal event.

scale dark photon, which couples equally to all lepton species, which could be responsible for the (g�2)µ anomaly [20, 21].
However, all such tests to date have been performed with electron or proton beams.

A muon beam, though, allows for a model-independent test of light new physics contributions to (g�2)µ . Specifically, if a
single new particle X with mX < mµ is responsible for the deviation in the measured value of (g�2)µ from the SM expectation,
it must couple directly to muons, and thus X can be radiated from a muon in a missing momentum experiment. This is to
be contrasted with the case of the dark photon, for which the assumption of equal couplings to leptons is model-dependent.
Furthermore, X must be either a scalar or a vector; fermions are forbidden from appearing in the (g�2)µ diagram at tree level
by angular momentum conservation, and UV completions of a theory of spin-2 or higher-spin particles with mX < mµ suffer
from extremely stringent experimental constraints.

As was shown in Ref. [18], a missing momentum experiment with a modest luminosity of 1010 muons on target can
decisively confirm or rule out a scalar contribution to (g�2)µ with mass less than 100 MeV, and a vector contribution with
mass less than 500 MeV. With the g�2 experiment at Fermilab expected to improve the experimental precision on (g�2)µ
significantly over the next few years, such a complementary experimental probe is timely. With a positive signal, it would
immediately point the way to MeV-scale new physics as the source of the longstanding (g�2)µ anomaly, and invite further
investigations of the connection to DM as described above.

3. Experimental Opportunities at Fermilab

In this section we present a concise version of the basic missing momentum experimental technique and a baseline detector
concept, focusing on a version of the experiment using electron beams called the Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX).
The conceptual design for this experiment is described in much greater detail in the LDMX white paper [22]. The LDMX
collaboration, who have developed and matured this experimental concept, consist of scientists from the following institutions:
Caltech, Fermilab, Lund University, SLAC, Texas Tech University, University of Minnesota, University of California Santa
Cruz, University of California Santa Barbara.

In Sec. 4, we will discuss extensions of the experimental and detector concept for a muon missing momentum experiment
and the associated beamline configuration using the Fermilab accelerator complex which is also further detailed in [18].

3.1 Experimental requirements and LDMX

The missing momentum experimental concept relies on a low current, high repetition rate beam where single incoming particles
can be individually identified. The experiment focuses on a 4-16 GeV electron beam and considers potential continuous
wave (CW) beamlines at JLab (CEBAF), SLAC (S30XL), and CERN (SPS). To achieve sensitivity to the cross section lower
bounds motivated by direct annihilation models discussed in Section 2, an integrated luminosity of 4⇥1014 �1016 is needed,
depending on the mediator mass and the target thickness. Integrated luminosities of 4⇥1014 are achievable with ⇠ 50 Mhz
repetition rate of single electrons. Higher integrated luminosities can be achieved by exploiting events with multiple electrons
per beam crossing spread over a sufficiently large beam spot and increasing beam energy and target thickness. The experimental
signature is an incoming beam particle that loses a significant fraction (>75%) of its momentum in the target, due to dark
bremsstrahlung production of dark matter, and no other energy is found in the detector. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). The
primary backgrounds to this process are rare SM processes involving hard bremsstrahlung photon which is not detected. The
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FIG. 73: Distribution of recoil electron transverse momentum pT for backgrounds (solid histograms)
and dark matter signals with mediator masses of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 GeV after all analysis selections.
Signal yields are scaled to the thermal freeze-out elastic scalar dark matter model, assuming ↵D = 0.5 and
m�/mA0 = 1/3. Among other kinematic measurements, both recoil electron transverse momentum and
missing momentum will provide considerable kinematic discrimination between background and signal, as
well as sensitivity to the mediator and dark matter mass.
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FIG. 76: The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX discussed throughout this whitepaper,
conservatively assuming 0.5 background events. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the scenario de-
noted by the “*” line in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. We have again assumed low background,
which is consistent with the expected reductions (relative to our 4 GeV study) in both the yield of potential
background, and improved rejection power at higher energies.


